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Welcome!

Siënna Veelders, STIPO



Introduction: heritage and 
placemaking.

Miruna Draghia, URBASOFIA



Sustainable 
economic 

growth

Social 
inclusion and 

well-being

Environmental 
protection

CH & PLACE-MAKING

PLACE-MAKING ATTRIBUTES:

• Sociability / livability
• Uses & activities
• Access & linkages
• Comfort & image

(Source: PPS, Project for Public Space)



Cécile Houpert, EUROCITIES



ROCK aims to demonstrate 
how historical cities can 
become laboratories to 

test new models of urban 
development



The ROCK approach: a circular model

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rh4l53CAERI


The ROCK approach: a circular model



Presentations of ROCK 
cities’ approaches

Miruna Draghia, URBASOFIA
Cécile Houpert, EUROCITIES



Presentations of ROCK cities’ 
approaches



How has Bologna 
transformed Via 
Zamboni into an 

open 
experimentation 

lab?



Bologna 
case 
study

University district of Zamboni area



Piazza 
Verdi



Piazza 
Scaravilli

From temporary to permanent use. 



Lisbon 
Marvila 

interpretive 
centre



Marvila ?

	

Through the ROCK project, the Lisbon 
municipality is investing in the creation 
of a living lab to approach local urban 
issues by engaging local communities. 
The “Lisbon Living Lab (LLL)” seeks to 
address the multi-faceted challenges of 
the territory through four core topics: 
urban voids, ecological networks, 
territories of continuity and local 
communities versus gentrification. 



Marvila Interpretive Centre |  Methodology |Participatory Inventorying

Zona 1 -
Marvila 
Antiga

Zona 4 -
Amendoeiras

Zona 5 –
Núcleo 
histórico de 
Chelas

Zona 2 - Marquês 
de Abrantes, 
Salgadas e 
Alfinetes

Zona 3 - Vale 
Fundão, 
Prodac





Skopje 
Urban Living 

Lab in the 
Old Bazaar



SkULL Virtual demo lab





SkULL Program – 2019 - 2020







Antonia Gravagnuolo, IRISS



CULTURAL HERITAGE as a DRIVER for 

BRANDING the CONTEMPORARY CITY

a ROCK toolkit for storytelling                                                                 

Placemaking week, Valencia, 13th June 2019



Luis Moreno, TASO

CULTURAL HERITAGE

as a 

DRIVER 

for

BRANDING

the

CONTEMPORARY 

CITY

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Cuore di Napoli, Porta Capuana, Naples



1. WHY?

UNDERRATED

POTENTIAL

of

CULTURAL

HERITAGE

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



Cultural Heritage used as a resource for branding and
marketing is often constraint to the city of the past and
the visitor economy sector

Cultural Heritage, instead, is alive, working as a
platform for participation and involvement for making a
better city

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/Paintbrush Factory, Cluj 



Cultural heritage is an important reference as a
sustainable and resilient element, able to resist the
passage of time

Cultural Heritage offers a very valuable content for
storytelling, it offers uniqueness, an emotional link with
citizens and a call for action

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Teatro Comunale, Bologna



2. HOW?

CULTURAL

HERITAGE

in a

WIDE

SENSE

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



Cultural Heritage is not just the landscape, the urbanism, the
architecture, monuments and sites.

It includes the natural, immaterial and intangible: the crafts,
the music, dance, food, tradition and practices.

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Traces of Commerce, Athens



Cultural heritage is constantly produced through social interaction,

the use of public spaces and the exchange of the memories of the
past

Heritage might be understood, after all, as a platform for
communication, social participation and urban development, for
storytelling urban life and the potential urban futures

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/ Street art, Vilnius



Through storytelling we can reconstruct the worlds of the past
in which we originated, analyse the worlds of the present in
which we have to live, and plan the worlds of the future that

we wish to create

Cultural Heritage is crucial to understand what the city was,
and what it wants to be

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Jovan Shumkovski, MoCA, Skopje



3. WHAT?

STORYTELLING

URBAN

FUTURES

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



Storytelling through Cultural Heritage is a good way to tackle

the complexity of urban life and the city layout itself.

Cities are in constant modification and development. They
are lived and they can be told in very different perspectives.
That's why we need to avoid simplistic visions and foster
diversity in a wide range of stories to confront the monolithic
approach of History

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



An

OPEN

PROCESS

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Victoria Square Project, Athens



Storytelling and Cultural Heritage act as powerful tools for
enhancing the democratic life of the city and engaging
citizens through participation, collaboration and co-creation

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



Stories are just happening. We just need to:

1. Discover

2. Gather

3. Re-create / Re-shape

4. Share

them

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



Stories build up identification

They are a social collection of memories

They are inherited

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



4. WHO?

DIGITAL

TOOLS

as a

resource

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



Through the use of digital media citizens take a pro-active

role, finally producers of content, and not only audience of
messages

Storytelling in our digital age is, at the end, a collective
creation made by the sum of a high number of contributions

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/
Fabrica de Pensule, Cluj



5. FOR WHOM?

A

GLOCAL

AUDIENCE

Kinokultura, Skopje



A good story should work well for different audiences.
Stories should be aimed to local population as much as to a
potential global audience. This is a challenge.

It is very important to point out local issues, the uniqueness
of the place; but always in connection to global or universal
topics

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Il Cinema Ritrovato Festival, Bologna



6. GUIDELINES How to tell

compelling stories on Cultural 

Heritage

and the

City

Ernest Zacharevic street art, Vilnius



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Finding new perspectives

Being creative

Using powerful visuals and catchy texts

Arhivitionism exhibition, Fabrica de Pensule



Creating an emotional 
connection and empathy

Delivering brief, 
thought-provoking, 

memorable and straightforward 
messages

Dourgouti Island Project, Athens



https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/

Including some action

Producing a surprise effect

Trying to catch the diversity of the urban life



We really need to promote real stories, 
told in real ways: 

clear, clean and passionate.

Stories should make an impact

Stories are a call for action!

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



8. CROWDSOURCING

Case studies coming

from Torino, Vilnius,

Bologna, Lisbon,

Skopje, Athens and Cluj





https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



More at:

https://www.branding-toolkit.rockproject.eu/



Guiding Questions
1. What is the role of placemaking in the adaptive reuse of 

cultural heritage structures and areas?
2. How to measure the success of a placemaking intervention 

into a cultural heritage area? 
3. How to make sure heritage led urban regeneration does not 

create negative side effects (i.e. gentrification, negative 
social impacts, disrupted sense of place)?

4. Can an open and participative storytelling process make an 
impact on the physical urban development?

5. How to create a sense of pride and ownership among 
residents to heritage in the city?



Open discussion



The five principles to 
design creative and 

sustainable districts using 
cultural heritage as a 

placemaking tool



Thank you!


